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The plaintiffs in a sensational breach of promise suit are wealthy social climbers Barton and

Delphine Lambert, suing on behalf of their beautiful daughter, Zillah. The defendant is Zillah s

alleged fiance, brilliant young architect Killian Melville, who adamantly declares that he will not,

cannot, marry her. Not even to his counsel, distinguished barrister Sir Oliver Rathbone, will Killian

explain his rejection of rich and charming Zillah. Utterly baffled, Rathbone turns for help to his old

comrades in crime Monk, the private investigator who knows his city like the back of his hand, and

fearless nurse Hester Latterly. But even as they scout London for clues, from Mayfair to sordid Devil

s Acre, the case suddenly and tragically ends. An outcome that no one except a ruthless murderer

could have foreseen."
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Most of Anne Perry's works dwell on the darker aspects of human nature, notably various sexual

perversions hidden under the veneer of upper-class and middle-class Victorian society. Some of her

recent works especially in the Inspector Monk series have also dwelt upon the status of Victorian

women of good families, notably the tremendous barriers imposed to them professionally in

medicine. More recently, her books have touched more explicitly upon political issues of the

day.This is a slightly unusual Inspector Monk book, in that there is no sexual perversion hidden as

the motive for a murder. I shouldn't give away too much of the plot for those who have not read this

book. The story is about the fragility of reputation, the impossibly limited choices available to young



women in that society, and the ways in which friendships can be misconstrued.One of the most

effective scenes for me was where Sir Oliver Rathbone (the defense lawyer) is neatly boxed in by a

match-making mother, and the way in which he understands and reads the minds of the women

around him. This is one of the reasons I have kept this particular book, above all the others.The

story-line is at least initially not as dark as the typical Anne Perry (warning: her works are not for the

squeamish), with the first half of the book being about a trial for breach of promise brought against

one of the most brilliant young architects who refuses to marry a young woman. Why he refuses to

marry her is not made clear until the middle of the story, and it certainly comes as a shock to all

concerned. The second half of the book is much darker, in that the murder is driven by the personal

greeds of one of the principal characters in the trial.
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